
 

The Port and Arthur go Wilde in a West Wind 

Since arriving and setting up my loft in Ellesmere Port one of the first characters that I was 

introduced to was Arthur Wilde. A man of little or few words when one bellow will suffice he is his 

own man, a former and now retired lorry class one lorry driver Arthur has been involved in pigeon 

racing for almost sixty years starting racing when he was just eighteen years of age. 

Not short of a word to say or an opinion to opine Arthur Wilde has been renowned in former years 

for his pigeon racing and his hunting. Arthur spent many years locally shooting and hunting with his 

really well known patterdale terrier “Spate”. Arthur was well known as the terrier man for the West 

Shropshire Hunt many years ago, a past time he misses but no longer fit enough to partake he can 

still recall his days hunting and the people he hunted with, but more over he recalls his dog Spate 

“one thing I will never forget is that dog he states” with a glint in his eye.  

Arthur first kept pigeons as a lad in Liverpool and recalls going to St Johns market as a young lad, 

“there would be a character there with a hand cart selling pigeons” Arthur recalls, for half a crown 

you could buy a pigeon,” I would take it home and put it in my old coup and let is settling for a day or 

two maybe even three days and then let it out to watch it disappear out of the coup, over the roof 

and gone. Never to be seen again”. Or at least that’s what Arthur thought until he paid another visit 

to St Johns market the fowling week to find the same pigeon far sale again. “You had to laugh when 

you think of it” recalls Arthur “we were just chuffed to get hold of a pigeon and if you managed to 

get one with a ring on its leg you were made up”. 

Arthur would turn eighteen years of age before he ventured into racing his pigeons and commenced 

racing in the Wavertree and Sefton Park clubs, Arthur recalls that Billy Bray was secretary of both 

clubs in those days. Arthur worked for the council repairing council houses and has since become 

quite adept at DIY and carpentry. It was during this time that Arthur met Jacky barge, a top channel 

pigeon flyer himself Jacky bred Arthur six youngsters for him to start. Arthur also recalls Jonny 

Phillips, Arthur recalls “Jonny taught me everything I have since managed to forget. Jonny flew in the 

West Derby and Roby clubs in Liverpool and I think the clubs still exist today”. 

Arthur’s first ever winner was a young bird open race from Penzance. In those days the birds were 

marked and entered on Edge hill Railway Station. The birds were released from Penzance on a good 

racing day with plenty of birds being timed in. Arthur remembers when he took his clock to the clock 

station, “you weren’t allowed in the room you had to pass your clock over a wall and someone else 

would take into the clock room” he recalls, nobody asked what time I was in, there were plenty of 

whispers going around the place of times, then Jonny Phillips asked me what time I had clocked and 

after telling him he told me to keep quiet and don’t tell anyone. 



Deadly silence had fallen across the clock room when clocks were being read out people were 

straining to listen, I could hear a whisper we think the lad has it? And they were correct I had it! It 

was my very ever first win and what a way to start with an open race. 

 

Arthur Wilde in his younger days 

Arthur would carry on with his then job and his pigeons mean while his relationship with his then 

girlfriend Sheila had somewhat blossomed, courting since they were childhood sweet hearts from 

the age of fourteen Arthur and Sheila would marry in 1959 being married some fifty six years in 

2015. The couple have two daughters Sharon (the eldest whom also races pigeons) and Deana (who 

now call’s Australia her home). The couple have a total of six grandchildren, three in the UK and 

three in Australia and four great grandchildren.   

While talking with Arthur about his marriage and his family I discovered something that I am sure 

not many who know him today or possible a few years back knew about him and Sheila.  The couple 

(Arthur thinks about forty years ago as he tries to recall dates) were to help a friend out in the most 

sensitive and supportive way possible. One of Arthur’s best friends passed away suddenly leaving 

two young lads in the hands of the state, with the threat of these two young boys being taken into 

care and separated Arthur and Sheila applied and got custody of the lads and brought them up as 

foster parents. Both lads are now adults with one living in Tasmania and the other (Arthur laughs as 

he says tongue in cheek) lives in Walton. 



 

       

 

Arthur and Sheila married for 56 years this year 

On his arrival into Ellesmere Port Arthur joined the Port club and flew with his brother in law Joey 

Burns, but it was when Arthur and Sheila got their first house in Little Sutton that they settled down 

and Arthur joined the Hooton Homing Society where he flew his pigeons for some thirty five years, 

Arthur remembers winning the club averages in the Hooton against the likes of Chalky White and 

gaining fancier of the year in 1988 good memories Arthur recalls. 



                                                                                                                                                                              

             Arthur with his 1988 Hooton HS Fancier                             Arthur with some of his trophies  

 of the year trophy (which he still has in his cabinet)                              from yester year                                                                     

       

In latter years the couple’s eldest daughter Sharon would take over the original house in Little 

Sutton and keep the racing lofts from which Sharon flies from in her own right today being a 

successful member of both the Hooton HS and the Victoria HS. Arthur moved to his existing set up 

and his now home club of the Victoria HS some years ago and has now got his set up how he wanted 

it and is able to manage it. 

In 2014 young bird season Arthur’s health, which has over recent years been up and down to say the 

least improved enough for Arthur to attempt to change his regime and get his youngsters trained 

from a short but further easterly point in an attempt to get them to break earlier and not get 

dragged through which he see’s happening most weeks with the prevailing winds. 

Arthur had been ruled over in recent years by his bad or at least his inconsistent health that 

culminated with major surgery in the winter of 2013. Arthur is seventy six years young and normally 

acts his age until you fire two to four whiskeys down him, then the lion emerges and it has been 

known to roar (just before the lion falls over). It is also noticeable that the Lion always disappears on 

arrival of Sheila, (although he has been known to appear while Sharon his eldest is with him).  

Arthur’s stock loft and stock theory and etiquette remains one of his passions, he has an eye for the 

paper work and although tells you that he is going senile in his old age can remember the breeding 

of reference pigeons dating back some time.  

Arthur keeps five pair of stock pigeons in five bespoke and separate breeding sections to ensure 

parentage. His stock birds consist of pigeons procured at Bob Fenech’s sale at the Doncaster show in 

2012. This year Arthur went back to Bob Fenech to buy six youngsters to add to his race team.  



   

   Arthur inside his bespoke made stock loft                                                    Arthur outside his stock loft 

Fitted out with five separate breeding sections  

 
Arthur outside his racing lofts 

 

 

 

Arthur started the 2014 season with a little more confidence as his health started to improve, the 

old bird season especially the channel racing had been tough for most but Arthur was still recovering 

from surgery that had seem him missing for some of the winter drinking sessions and as the young 

bird season approached and the weather improved so did Arthurs health and so did his racing 

results. 

 

The Victoria HS had for most part of the old bird season been playing second fiddle to the clubs 

further up the Wirral with only Mr & Mrs A J (Sue and Archie) Price and Paul Coombes gaining first 

federation honours for the Victoria and making any significant impact in the federation. The young 

bird season had started off the way it had concluded but would the Victoria start to pull some 

winning birds, well on 9th August 2014 the Victoria HS were to race from Hereford with the second 

Hereford YB race. Fourteen members sent five hundred four pigeons which were to be liberated at 8 

am into a light westerly wind.  

 

 



 

Prior to the clock strike (which these days is at 6pm) Morris Thornhill (Victoria HS Secretary)was busy 

on the phone trying to find out times and to try and gauge where the best pigeons were, Arthur was 

one of the first Morris had spoken to and when calling myself he was the best time. The best time 

down on the Westminster estate was Paul Coombes who had timed in at 9.30 with me timing in at 

9.31. Arthur had clocked at 9.28. The winner was then a judged to be Paul Coombes (In a snap shot 

guess from myself due to overfly etc. “But what do I know”) however Morris done a quick calculation 

and said “I’m not so sure, this is a fast race” I suppose we had discarded Arthur’s time purely on his 

position and the amount of over fly he has to give. This he has to give is normally every week but this 

race was a quicker race? and as such he wouldn’t give that much time away? And he had nearly two 

minutes on us (down here on the Westminster estate) in the clock? We would have to wait until the 

strike but it gave us food for thought.  

 

The clocks were struck and Arthur was conspicuous by his absence, where was he? Most including 

me thought Arthur would get beat but Arthur was checking his distances and on production of his 

time we calculated his velocity 1642 was the verdict nearly fifty six miles per hour. On checking the 

closest times to him we could not get past 1638 which was at least four yards per minute inferior? 

Well he was in the wrong position and had to give too much over fly, but just to prove there is no 

drag at the front of the race Arthur Wilde was pronounced the winner. And a popular winner he was 

to. Race result would be first Arthur Wilde, second and third Paul Coombes and fourth Alan Shinton. 

 

After the congratulations had calmed down and we arranged for me to visit Arthur to pen this article 

we started hearing the federation drums beating regarding early times further up the Wirral, it was 

common knowledge that wind favoured those on our side of the Wirral but Arthur was not in a 

favourable position so again it was assumed we would find pigeons in the fed faster than ours within 

the Victoria, but again these were thoughts were unfounded and it was later in the week that Morris 

Thornhill would receive conformation from federation secretary Jenny Dodd that Arthur had indeed 

topped the federation. Well done Arthur from all at the Victoria Homing Society.    
 



 
Arthur Wilde with his Cheque Cock 1st Club 505 birds 1st Fed 2025 birds 

 
Inside Arthurs young bird loft  

 

 
Arthur telling the author how and where his federation winner came from. Arthur Wilde showing us the way  

“there is no drag at the front lad” 



 

Arthur’s federation winner is a cheque cock that he bred himself. He is from a pair that Arthur 

dropped from the channel during the old bird season. The sire is a Halkin cross Staf Van Reet cock 

when paired to a blue grizzle Willy Thas x Burt Brasspenning hen. Arthur’s methods are quite straight 

forward. The youngsters are not separated and are allowed to pair up if they so desire. The birds are 

exercised for 45 minutes to one hour and are trained daily from Llay (near Wrexham) down to 

Bangor on Dee just off the A483 known as the farm gate (just off the A483) the tosses are approx. 12 

mile and 18 mile in distance and taken every day Monday to Thursday hospital appointments 

allowing. 

 

The regime in the loft is also simple, Arthur will feed Merimans young bird mix and will supplement 

this with Homoform. Water is clear until on return from a race he will add first week a canker 

treatment, second week a coxi treatment. Then he will leave the water clear, however if he 

encounters or suspects and issue with a returning youngster he will add TCP to the drinking water. 

Simple but effective techniques, but there was one secret he did let on to. His birds were normally 

returning from the M53 and coming back from Ellesmere Port so Arthur decided to start training his 

youngsters in short tosses from Cheshire Oaks in the hope that, If he started training that way long 

enough they would pull out of any bunches and stop coming from back from the wrong direction. 

Has this worked? It did that week!     

 

The following Friday after entering our youngsters for the following race it was normal service 

resumed, get to the bar have a pint and talk of bad traps, cats and hawks. However this week was 

different. The federation transporter had collected the birds and were on their way to their next 

race. Dave Cotgreave the federation conveyer had hand delivered the federation result so here it 

was in black and white now we all had to believe it. 

   

It has become a small custom or even ritual with the Victoria members to crack the champagne on 

special occasions and this was a special occasion Arthur Wilde’s federation win needed to be and 

was marked with a small buffet and a couple of bottles of champagne. The celebration was 

excellent, the company cheery, and Arthur got to hold court and tell us how he did whether we 

wanted to listen or not!    

 

Today Arthur can still be found every Friday evening enjoying the company of fellow pigeon fanciers 

especially club Secretary Morris Thornhill and fellow club members Ronnie and Richie Denny at the 

Victoria HS in the Whitby club Ellesmere Port berating anyone who disagrees with him or his point of 

view until they get the next whiskey.  

With the competitive racing we encounter today it is great to see the so called men of yester year 

making new memories that those younger can take forward and discuss in years to come. We can all 

sometimes live in the past and only dream of what lies ahead in the future. As Arthur stated just 

before I left him, you can’t change the past lad it is what it is, get them birds up that road and create 

or do something for us to talk about next week or next year. Well done Arthur and long may it 

continue.      

 
 



 

 
The Victoria HS Champagne celebration for Arthur Wilde’s Federation win. 

(L to R) Richie Denny, Sharon Thurston (Arthur’s Daughter), Arthur Wilde, Morris Thornhill, Robbie 

Sandland, Ronnie Denny and Sid Arathoon. 

 

West Cheshire Federation Hereford flown 9th August 2014. 70 members sent 2015 pigeons that 

were released at 8am into a light westerly wind. Winning the federation is Arthur Wilde on 1642 

Arthur also took twenty seventh fed with his second pigeon. Second and third is Paul Coombes (Paul 

also takes tenth and nineteenth fed) with in fourth position we have George Pulford (Christleton HS). 

In fifth place we have Jones Lamb and Daughter (Hooton HS). Alan Shinton takes sixth and seventh 

and also takes seventeenth and eighteenth fed. Eighth fed is Derek Griffiths (Christleton HS) with 

ninth fed and closing the winner’s enclosure is Mickey Locke (Willaston HS) Mickey also took 

eleventh fed with his second pigeon. Other notable performances putting more than one pigeon in 

the top thirty of the federation were that of WH Cottrell and Son of Hooton HS taking thirteenth and 

fourteenth fed. JJ and DM Clews Hooton HS taking sixteenth and twenty second federation. John 

Wheadon Rock Station HS taking twentieth and twenty ninth fed and Mr and Mrs Archie and Sue 

Price taking twenty fifth and twenty eighth federation. 

 

Around the West Cheshire clubs. Victoria HS (14/504) A E Wilde 1642. P Coombes 1638, 1637. 

Christleton HS (7/187) G Pulford 1633, D Griffiths 1617, S Alexander 1582. Hooton HS (12/358) 

Jones Lamb and Daughter 1627, WH Cottrell & Son 1609 1609. Willaston HS (9/267) M K Locke 

1616, 1615. Stevenson Bros 1593. Rock Station HS (15/442) J McLaughlin 1611, J Wheadon 1597, F 

McNamara & Son 1596. Chester HS (6/135) K Turner 1584. S Lee 1570, A Lawson 1568. Moreton HS 

(7/152) R Lang 1551, 1551. I Campbell 1551.   


